How to make Ghee
Victoria Miller
If something doesn't taste right, just add a little butter! – Julia Child
Okay, first of all, ghee is actually not the same thing as clarified butter. To make clarified butter, you
pretty much just melt the butter and skim the foam off the top. For ghee, the butter is melted, then
cooked slowly at low heat, during which time the milk solids settle to the bottom of the pan, and stick
there. It is then easy to pour off the perfectly clear ghee. Butter is generally about 80% butterfat, with
the other 20% made up of water and milk solids. When done correctly, the water and milk solids are
removed, and the resulting ghee is pure butterfat. And no skimming required!
Ghee is very easy to make, and less expensive than buying it. I've been making ghee for my mother,
who can't eat cow's-milk dairy products, for quite a while now. Unlike fresh butter, ghee keeps for
months at room temperature. I love having a couple of pint jars of ghee on my pantry shelf; no waiting
for cold butter to soften!
I prefer to use unsalted butter to make ghee. The flavor of the butterfat gets concentrated as it cooks,
and can end up a bit too salty. One pound of butter makes about one pint of ghee, or a little less.
You'll need a deep saucepan with a fairly heavy bottom; don't worry about a lid, you won't be using it.
Put 1 pound (4 sticks/2 cups) of unsalted butter in your saucepan. Melt the butter over medium-low
heat. Once it is melted, increase the heat briefly, just until the surface is bubbly and covered with foam.
Important: Do NOT put the lid on the pan at any point while making ghee. Condensation
forms on the inside of the lid, and you don't want that dripping into the butter.
When it is bubbly all over, immediately turn the heat down to low. On my gas stove at home, I turn the
flame down as low as it can go. When I made ghee recently on my mother's glass-cooktop electric
stove, it took a little tweaking to find the right setting. Do not stir once you turn the heat down. You
want the butter to be very lightly bubbling throughout the cooking time, in order to completely separate
out the milk solids. Very soon the butter should begin to look clear below the foam; if it still looks
milky or opaque after 30 minutes, turn the heat up just a little bit.

Fine-mesh strainer, perfect for ghee!
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Cook, uncovered, without stirring, for 45 minutes. Remove from the heat and let it sit for a few
minutes to settle. Strain carefully, using a super-fine-mesh strainer (I found a terrific one at an Asian
market, see photo). You can use several layers of good-quality cheesecloth, but it absorbs some of your
ghee and is a bother to clean.
Tip: The first time or two, check the ghee about 30 minutes in, until you get used to how fast
your stove cooks. If the ghee looks like it's browning or smells slightly like caramel, it's done.)
Pour the strained ghee into a clean wide-mouth pint-size Mason jar. It should look beautifully clear and
golden brown. Put the jar on a sturdy cooling rack; leave the lid off until it cools. As it cools it will
become fairly solid, but if you like it more solid you can refrigerate it.

Freshly-made ghee; 2 pounds butter makes just about 2 pints of ghee.
Ghee can be used for a lot more than spreading on toast! If you like making popcorn the old-fashioned
way, as we do at home, try using ghee in place of oil. Ghee has a higher smoke point than most cooking
oils, and won't burn like butter, plus your popcorn has a wonderful buttery flavor!
I've used ghee to make cookies, roux for white sauces and gravy, compound butters for flavoring, and a
few other things I can't think of now. It probably wouldn't work well for something like making
croissants, where success largely depends on the butter being very cold and solid; ghee is just a bit soft.
But almost anything where you would normally use butter, consider using ghee instead. Ghee is a
wonderful option for people like Mum, who otherwise would have to resign themselves to life without
butter. I hope I've talked you into trying it!
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